Susceptibility of coxsackievirus B3 laboratory strains and clinical isolates to the capsid function inhibitor pleconaril: antiviral studies with virus chimeras demonstrate the crucial role of amino acid 1092 in treatment.
At present, most promising compounds to treat enterovirus-induced diseases are broad-spectrum capsid function inhibitors which bind into a hydrophobic pocket in viral capsid protein 1 (VP1). Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) Nancy was the only prototypic enterovirus strain shown to be pleconaril-resistant. This study was designed to better understand the polymorphism of the hydrophobic pocket in CVB3 laboratory strains and clinical isolates and its implications for treatment with the capsid function inhibitor pleconaril. Pleconaril susceptibility was determined in cytopathic effect-inhibitory, plaque reduction or virus yield assays. Sequence analysis of the genome region coding for VP1 and/or subsequent alignment of amino acids lining the hydrophobic pocket of five CVB3 laboratory strains and 20 clinical isolates were carried out. Virus chimeras and computational analysis were used to prove the role of amino acid 1092. Despite high conservation of pocket amino acids, polymorphism was detected at positions 1092, 1094 and 1180. Neither Pro-1094-->Thr nor Val-1180-->Ile altered efficacy of pleconaril treatment. But the amino acid at position 1092 was strongly associated with susceptibility of CVB3 to the capsid inhibitor. Whereas leucine was involved in resistance, isoleucine and valine were detected in pleconaril-susceptible CVB3. Results from antiviral assays with hybrid viruses demonstrate the crucial role of amino acid 1092 in pleconaril susceptibility. A resistant cDNA-generated CVB3 became pleconaril-susceptible after accepting parts from the genome region encoding Ile-1092 into its capsid. Computational analysis suggests that conformational changes in the hydrophobic pocket occur when leucine is substituted for isoleucine or valine and that this change leads to susceptibility to pleconaril.